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Ambiguity and Decision Making In Image Analysjs and
Expert System: Fuzzy Mathematical Approach
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Thc paper presents the different fuzzy tools those arc useful for lnklog decbion In Image processIng I1Jld vision
prnblems, I1Jld ill designIng expert system when the patterns are ill-deftned or the Input daw does not have com
plete, precise or reUnble infonnallon. These are of sIgnificant use in designing intelligent Interfaces whlcl1 is one
of Ule major fuoctions of FGCS. Algorithms Cor funy enbancemcnt/segmentation of both gray tone Image and
colour imllge, front end complier and representing rules and fucts In knowledge base lire demons(r;lled with Hlrious
examples of reai life problem.
IlIdexiJlg

{('I'IJI,I :

P(lf{(,J11 l'('cugJliliuJI. lillage processiJlg, Vi.YioJl. Experl

rf-lE
KEY lechnologic~ for the" Fifth Generativn Compuler
(FGCS) consist ofVLSI architecture, parallel

r

(0)

Sy~tell1

proce~~ing, logic programming, knolYledge based on rela
tional data base, applied artificial intelligence and pattern
proc~'ising/<lnalysis. With this machine, the expected
::,;cneralional change is more like a 'generic change' whieh
j n. volve~ not only a cha nge j n device technology, to YLSls,
bUI <lbo simultaneous changes in the design philosophy
,I nd In the ne\ds of application [I],

In other words, an environment needs to be crented in
\\ Illch ll1an and computer find it easy to communicate
Ir"c1y(and hence fastly) usinga wide range of information
mcdia, such as speech, handlYritting, text and graph which
I'L'rre,enl man', natural ways of communicating infor
1ll,llion. Thc I:urrent computers are extremely weak in
ha,ic runl:tiOlls Cor processing and understanding speech,
tc\l. grarh~ and other non-numerical data, and for art i
Ill:ial intelligence type processing such as inference, aSSOl:hl
lJOIl and learning. Therefore, among the various major
(uilction, of FGCSs (eg, prOblem-solving and inference.
knowledge-ba~e management and intelligent interface).
one' or l he requirements is the advantageous me of research
achievcmenb of pattern recognition, image processingj
,j,ioll and artificial intelligence in order to realise man!
machin.e interfaces that are natural to m.an, Indian
SWli!,[ical Imtitutc i~ one of the fivc nodal centres of
Indian FGCS project to work on pattern recognition, imagc
<lnalysi\ and vision problems.

systelm, FII:zy

,\'ell'

selection of thresholds without commJtlJng our
selves to a specific segmentlltion when lhe regions:
in an image are ill-defined

(h) to provide fuzzy transforms for enhancement and

segmentation of colour (including pseodo colour)
images
(c)

to equip all expeli syslem with a computational
capability in order to analyse the transmission of
uncertainty in information from knowledge base
to the uncerlainty in the validity of its conclusions.

The fuzzy tools considered here are measures of fuzzi
ness (such as, index of fuzziness [2], entropy [3], index of
nonfuzziness [4], 1T-ness [5] and dispersion [6]), fuzzy geo·
metry [7) (such as area, perimeter and eompactness).
fuzzy expected value and fuzzy expected intervals [8]. The
fuzzy measures ~re optimised in some of the problems 10
order to take decision for ill-defined patterns,
Fuzzy tramforills for colour image processing and
graphics are defined using the operator 'bounded difference'
[9,10]. Fuzzy expected valtlc and intervals arc used in
designing expert system when the input data does not have
complete or precise information. Thc use of fuzzy and
fractionallY fuzzy grammars (II] for developing production
rules is also discussed,
DISPERSION MEASURE OF FU7171Y SETS [6J

rhe present work describe's some 1'llZZY Lools those are
tJ~erul 1\)1' Lhe Illanagemcnt of uncertainty and for taking
JCL'i~ion ill pattern analysis and vision problems, and in
Je~ignjng expert system when the patterns are ill-defined

nt'the input data does not have complete, precise or reliable
nl'L)L'lllation The problems discussed here are:

l

P,tp\;(

~.\

176-A: Copyright
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A fuzzy set .Ii in lbe uniwrse of discoune X={x) is
defined by its membership function ,uA(X) which assigns to
each element x E X a re~l number in the interval [0,1].
The value of ,uA(X) represents the grade of membership of
x in A. In other words, <l fuzzy sel A on X is denoted by
its membership functioll

[988 by lETE,
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An energy measure E of a fuzzy set A satisfies the
following axioms:
C(A) ·0 iff /tA(.I:)=O for all
I

r

.I:

~ X

(I a)

/(.~ ~/klJ lhen q.{)~[(B)

C(·()rcuehesil~maximumjtr/l..J(x)=1
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(I b)

be used for pattern recognition and image processing
pro blems. In defining the above mentioned parameters
we replace /-LA(X) by IJ- for simplicity.
The area of I~ is c1cfmed us
a(p)

forallxEX (Ie)

6.

f

I~

(8)

rhe Power (or cardinality) which represents an energy
fIlC:I<;Ul'e is defined as:

where the integral is taken over any region outside which
IJ-= 0.

(2)

] f IJ- is piecewise conslant (for example, ina digi 1,,1 image)
a(p) is the weighted sum of the areas of the regions on which
IJ- has constant values. weighted by these values.

P(A) '"

/lAx)

:..:
.\"<X

=
1\

here .\

~ /.I.I(Xi),
i

i = 1,2, ... ,11

iq\ nl1jle~etofcardinalilYIi.

Dispersion measure of a fuzzy set gives a measure of
the size (cardinality in case of finite supports) in which
::tlmost a II the energy of A is concentrated. Let.ll denote
the fuzzy set obtained from A by rearranging its member
)hip values IJ-iXi), i=J,2 ...... ,1I in a nonincrca~ing way.
In other words,
~.l

(.\') ;;;,.

On.;

I), I ~ .\' ~Il-l

(3)

would obviously havc
P(A)

and d(rl)
wh~r~

+

1-'11 (.\'

=
=

peA)

'=-'

P, say

d(A)

where e>

{k ~ [n}

I

° t1,2, ......

[Il] ~

~ IJ-l")
.r<,k .

>

J ,2,.",1'; i< j; k

=-:

1,2, ... , rjj.

This is just the weighted sum of the length of the arcs
A ijk along which the ith and jth regions having eonstam
IJ- values /-LI and IJ-j respectively meet, weighted by the
absolute difference of these values.

Comp(/-L) ~ a(p)fp2(p.)

<1::.

(10)

For the crisp sets, this is largest for a disk, where it is
equal to If4-rr. For a fuzzy disk where IJ- depends only on
the distance from the origin (centre), it can be shown that
( 11)

,II}

In other words, of all possible fuzzy disks, the compacl
ness is smallest for its crisp version.

This definition implies Ihut
It /J.-1x)<e
A
l: (1 ~(x)
e
x>8" A

()a)

FUll2lY EXPECTED VALUE AND INTERVAL

(7b)

~eU) -~

(7e)

Kandel and Byatt [10] defined fuzzy expected value
(FEY) of a. membership function IJ- over I' fuzzy set A with
respect to a fuzzy measure X as follows.

~>a..

ilnd

=

The compactness of IJ- is ~fined

(6)

P-e}

i,j

(5)

This dispersion of A may then be defined as

= min

(9)

(4)

d stand s foJ' mea sures of fuzzi ness [2-5]

~,.(A)

For the piecewise constl'nt case, the perimeter of IJ- is
del1ned as

>

.MA)

°

If (' .-= PIn so that <e ~ I, 1hen IleA) gives <L measure of
lhe minimal cardinality of a subsd of the universe X in
p
which an <LlllOunt of power greatcr Ihun P _..- lS
concenlnllcd.

Let /-LA be a B-measurable function such that /-LAC.
[0,1]. The fuzzy expected value of IJ-A over A, wi th res
pect to the fuzzy mensure x(.) is defined as

"

FEV(IJ-.1)

tT'=

=

Sup
T~

I /l,ix)

{Min [T,x,(fT)]}

(12)

[0, IJ
~ T}

FUllllY GEOI\tlETRY

where

Ros\; meld [7] extended the concept of digital picture
geometry ro fuzzy subsets and generalised some of the
standard geometric properties of and relationships among
regions to fuzzy subsets. Among the extensions of the
various prop~rties, we will only discuss here the area, peri
m~lcrand compactncss ora fuzzy image subset which may

Now, X{XIIJ-A(X);;;"T}=fA(T) is a function of the theshold T
and the function X maps ~ into [0,1]. I n other words, the
method of evalua ting FEV(IJ- A) consists of finding the point
of intersection of the curves g(T) = T and fA(T). These
curves will therefore intersect at T = H so that FEV(;.LA) =
H C. [0,1].

{x

(13)
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FEV can thus b;:: r~gard~d us un
me sort of central tendency.

indicative measure

or

20 to 2S people arc ISyears old
more or less 20 p~ople are between the ages of
20 and 30

~ampll:

For ,l giv<:11 population and a given membership func
ll1 lor the s<::l 'Old', let us consider the following dotn

I·
IU p;::ople ore 20 yeors old

ie, w",0.20

i~

p::ople are 30 years old ie, ~=0.30

~~

p::ople are 45 years old ie,

~=0.45

.10

r~ople

are 55 years old ie,

~=0.55

~O p~oplc

are 60 years old ie,

~=0.60

1,,'\·... I

Let us assume that the adjectives 'almost' and 'morc
or less' for the variable x have the lower bound and upper
bound as x-l0% and x-I, and x-IO% and x+IO%
respectively. Therefore, we have
20 to 25 people are of~! : 0.15-0.15
more or less 20 people are of ~2 : 0.2-0.3
25 people are of J1.a : 0.36-0.39

For a given
IlL .'I,,!,I. \lc' c',ln now delermine the number o[ people
1\ p.·'l-:IlLt~:: \erlll~) WilO arc above the threshold.
For
'1 1 k. Ih~ llu,nbC'r, are leo. 90, 75. 50 and 20 carre,
":~",)['.~ 1<> til( !hrl'~hold~ 0.10,0.30.0.450.55 and 0.60.
illl' \I -: l1.n .... \
1.0.0.90,0.75, 0.50 and 0.20.
:Il' I'.,.

25 people are almost 40 years old.

II lO. 0.30, 0,45. 0.55, 0,60,

"j

lh.: minimum value of each (T,x) pair is 0.20,
30,u ..f5.0.50andO.20. TheFEV0-'A)whiehis maximum
I ,:!Ilh,·,.... minima is thus 0.50.
"I}\I.

The corresponding upper and lower bounds of XJ
values are (using equations (14) and (15»)
20 ..:. \8 + 25
25 + 22 + 25
= 1-1
2O + 18 T :!) T 0
25 + 22 -I- 25-t0
18 + 25
22 -r 25
I:) + 25 ~ '25 - 22 .t- 25~ ~ 063--:0.70
25
'} 5
X3 : 25 + 25 + 22 '25 T ib---=t=18 = 0.34-0.397
Taking minimum of each <.xi' J1.j) pair we ha ve
Min([l-I). [0.15--0.15]) ='. Min(l,0.15)

; ',. [lIUY exp~cled

<..

:.' !"

Min(I,O.5)

\\e have the following d,lln for a popu!<llion:

'1!!'pI,'e
,Ii

age of the population is 50.

,I['

k,~

>

pcopk are 15 years old.

=

Min([0.63-0.70],[0.2-O.3]) = Min(0.63,0.2)

20 people are between lhe ages of20 .wd 30.

Min(0.70,0.3)

=

Min([0.36-O.39],[0.34--O.397])

" p,-·,'pk arc alillost 40 yean old.

[0.15-0.15]
[0.2--0.3]

=

~nd

[0.34---0.39]

finally, taking maximum over all lhese minima we get

I i, . . I· LV d..: nOll ng the typical age of the group ofp,;ople

;Ipplicublt:: here, because the data do not have
. " ,!'kk Jnt"orllH\lion Clbout the di~trjbulion of the popu
.,ll,'il ;lilJ their grades of membership.
In order 10 l<lckk
I';, l-. Illd ul" probkll1 l he co ncept 0[[11 zzy expecled interval
Ii:, h Illiruduccd [~).
':,,1

[0.J4-0.39)
which gives (he fuzzy expected interval of the group .

IMAGE PROCESSING AND VrSrON

Image definition [IOj
Wi Ih Ihc concc:pt of fuzzy S0l~, un imag0 X of M X N
and L leveb C;ln be considered as an array of
fuzzy singletons, each wilh a value of membership function
denoting the degree of having brightness rdative lo some
brightness Ie vel J, I == 0, 1,1, .... .. L-I. In the notio n of
fuzzy sels we nwy thereforc write
dil11en~ion

J{

2.: Max (Jill' P'1)
I

. . ;1

c

j

(14)

j--l

11

\' Max (Pil' PH' t

l:

Min (Pit. pd

kl

X'

11

2.: Min
H

"

i·-j

Min (P/I, P'2)

.l~'. J \:,-t

muy write

=

U U 1<."",'.'1,""

II

III

(16)

rl

(PII' Pd)

+

j-I

( 15)

:E Mn (PII' Pill

i~

I

\\i> ... r . . rl" 'Illd P,~ ilre the lower bound GnJ
upper bound
,', 'I'·.'di\dy of group i.

l !Icrdur..:, ;lITanging the

U U f'",,,/xmn
III

i=j

I. iJ

=

dnln ill order of increasing

11/ =-:

1,2, .. . .oM, II

<

=

<

1,2 .. ... N

where Pm'/\,.n (0
P'hn
1) represents the grade of
possessing some property Pm" by the (m,n)th pixel Xmn ·
This fuzzy property may, for example, be 'bright image',
'semibright imagc', 'dark image', 'edgy image', 'smooth
image',cIC. AS<l result,p",n(orJ1. mn ) maybe Jefincd in a
number of ways as shown in the following sub-sections
depending on the problems in hanJ .

_~

S
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p
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Of the several applications of fuzzy sets in image pro
cessing and vision problems, our discussion will mainly
concentrate on the fuzzy segmentation of image where it is
not possible to commit ourselves to a specific segmentation,
dod fuzzy lransforms for colour image enhancement and
'cgmcntatJOn when it is difficult to discriminate visually
\ he c(1lollr~ b~tween regions,
IlIIugl' thresholding

. \Igorilhms based on minimisation of fuzziness and
,'oll1p(Jclnes~ are developed by Pal and Rosenfeld [12]
II herehy it i~ possible to obtain both fuzzy and nonfuzzy
! thrdlOlded) versions or ill-defined images.

Step 5: Compute the product
ell =

reX)

I II· Comp (J.L1 I I,

(22)

at each value of II and select II = Ie' say, as threspold for
which eti is a minimum, The corresponding !Ln,n
represents the fuzzy segmented version of (he im.age as
far as minimization of its fuzziness in grey level and in the
spatial domain is concerned,
Example

Figure I shows a 64 >< 64, 64 level image of a blurred
chromosome with Imin c::- 12 and I'/lax = 59. The levels
at which minima obtained for reX). comp(j.L) and 8 I when
It'l LIS describe the algorithm based on minimization of I1b of the S-function is considered to be 4 are as follows:
I \luine~~ In grey level (r-value, say,) and in sp~tial domain
1= 40 for reX)
Idllllrt/tj) in an image X ~-, {!Lm"!x"",}, III -,-' 1,2, ... ... M,
I{
I.~..N with Imax and l,mn denoting the maximum
1-- 33,48. for compCpI
.IIIJ mi nimum grey levels.
I = 42,45,53 for 01,
"jt't' I: Constract the 'bright image' membership !Lx' using
\·j'unctioll [13] where

,I

<l,,·ovcr

·1

"'f

).

b

POIIH

/,

I, and a ranlLldur bundwitllh

a,

Compule Ihe amount
I, with

or

j'llZZIIlC~'

in

fl.,

corrc,

. "IIJlnt! 1<\ h

~

\ 'f

~V

co_

,

.V·

~

,

~

~

lvIA'

min {S (/. a. 1;. c). [ .. S (I:

II,

I" c)) 11(1)

1

r,1I )

T, (I) /J

rJ)ln

l!)

(1 t\)

:S(l~ll.

f,.('). I - ,...· l/;a, f,.

l'}l

.!.

.H,u h\i ) Jenol~, Ihe nUIll,ber of OCL'urrenl:l:~ oC the
,~

.1

I.

I i \')

denote~

linear

ind~\

of

fuzzinc)~ (10)

Compute the area and perimekr
pondJOg to b = Jf with

,)rep

j'.

,1\(.)

Il~r'

I

=

I

r

~ 2:
n, n

Iln'n =

of

~ S(!: a, I" c) hV)

of ,\'.

li~, COrIeS

(20)

1

613

40
20
(3

3

Fig

1

')- I IIi:::.::!

COLllpuie Ihe:
/ with

60

(6)

\/

\c'\cluding the

48

:::?8

1l ..

"
"<'I' .J:

813

I
O·

,.

100

[nllnc

of the

Hue ~
nUnJn1UIlL

im<lg<:l

COll\p;]etne~~ or /,1.,. corre~polidlng

lL)

(21)

I (a)

Chromosome lmagc (bl Histogram

denole~

thL'

level corresponding to global

II is thus seen thai lhe compactness measure usually
results in more minima as compared to index offuzziness.
The index of fuzziness basically sharpens the histogram
and j t detects a single threshold in the valley region.
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Comp(p.), on the other hand, detects a higher-valued thres
hold (global minimum) which results in better segmenta
tion (or enhancement) of the chromosome as far as its
sha pe is co ncerned.
The advantage of the compactness measure over the
index value is that it takes fuzziness in the spatial domain
(ie, the geometry of t he 0 bject) into co nsideration in extrac
ting thresholds. reX), on the other hand, incorporates
fuzziness only in grey level.
The enhanced version of the chromosome correspon
dingto these thresholds are shown in Fig 2.

I-i denotes

bounded difference which is defined for the
two sets A and Bas

AI-!B=>

max (O.IA).\')-.lln(X»

forall.'

(28)

U represents the fuzzy set of pixels which belong to X
(dark) more than to X (bright) and the reverse is the true
for W. The set V represents, a n the other ha nd. the sel
oflevels which are semibright ie. l~x(l),;::0.5.

Figure 3 shows the transformation. Thus we c[ln
represent each pixel intensity as a 3-dimensional vector
lAuU) ]

Ot.her examples showing the effectiveness of the
algorIthm are available in [12J.

!1x(l) =

!1Y(/)
[
II w(l)

with

(a)

•

I

I
I

(c)

6.

I

I
I

I

Let us construct the 'bright image' membership lAx
from X with
(23)

/:

-

0.5
'
Y.;x(l,.l

nnd

(,r'~~n
illY

.•.•

:
I

I

Indigo
~(V

-+.. __ •__ ~

'" - - ) {

I

rig 3 IAU'

Fuzzy t.ransforms to grey tone image

IAx(l) =- S(/;a,b.c)

~.:(
:

I
I

BhJl'

b=4

}t'

I

\;11

i:

)r' - -

fig 2 Enchanced/thresholded versions of chromosome for
(a) r (X) (h) Comp tlA) (c) ell

-\.

I

Y€'llow

Trnflsformations

whose components denote the degree to which the len'l I
may be considered as bright. semibright and dark Il j,
also seen from Fig 3 thJt al most two of the l:011lpOnenh
may have non-zero value.
It is to be mentioned here that the similar prorert} pI
IA v and lAw can also be obtained with (I--S) CuncliOT1
in [0, 0.5J, 7T function In [0,1] and S function in 10.'i. 1\
respectively,

fLU'

Let us now generate three more fuzzy sets

u=
V

and W

=

X

I-I X

(240)
(24b)

2(Xnx)

=

X

I-I X

(24c)

The su pport ing int', nsities in the respecti ve scts [i. I' a IlU
can thus be obtained with S-I (inverse S function)_ For
example, the transformed level in U corresponding to the
level I in X can be obtained with
W

such that
lAu(I)

= max (0, 1-2 IAx(l»

(25)

ftv(l)

= 2 min (p.x(l),

(26)

and ftw(J)

=

I-fLx(l»

max (0, 2 ftx(l)-I)

(27)

Now if we use l'u' I'v and I' was the values of three
basic colours blue, green and red respectively for each
level 1 in the original image X, we can obtain a pseudo
colour image of the original gray level image X. The

S K PAL:

change of gray level from lower to higher is viewed as tbe
change of colour [rom blue to red with spectral continuity
In natllr,,1 way.
Th':

LI';J

where tbe elements fL/' i = B,G,R denote the degree to
which the components B,G,R belong to the fuzzy sets
'Blue', 'Green' and 'Red' respectively.

(25)-(27) j~
a very low

nsform described by equatio ns

Let us now define eight fuzzy colour sets lJ4]

\wy ~il11ple and can easily be implemented with

consider the case of classifying or segmen
1111~ only the rixcls whose intensities lie in a specific rangc
'<t \'. [L u ' l./J
l.i?l U, now

(33a)

BU fl, say

(33b)

jj G R, say

(33c)

0

lJ OR, say

(33d)

R, say

(33e)

IJ~La

Lb , 1,,:ln -'-' La a nd I ,-,-I; 0; [La, Lb ]

G fl, say
B G R, say

(331)

B G R, say

(3317)

I

(BUR)

;

1

1--1 R

(BnO)

B0

B I-I (OUR)
(BnR)

I hell ;\IlY ~lladc

tn gray !evel image can be enhanced and
dhpl,lycJ as different colours,

B

1-: 0

BllGnR

(33g)

characterised by the membership [unctjom

! \ (/Ilt/'/,

LeI 1I, con~lder a 32 level (I".!"
,Ind ror ~implicity, assume
I

(I:J) =

~= 0, I max

To

= 31) Image

=
Tz =
Ta =
T4 =

I

~31

I"'ax - Imln
3
3[,0
ltv

'lnJ

28

T.
and T,

(Jnlht.:0lI1ahand,i[wccoll~iderL"

- 10 and LI> =21

h(1ve for 14 and \7

8

''1'

=

I'll'

~ 0, -1-'

'-'-11'

(34c)

max (0, I.l. e -

(34d)

max (0, fLB -

=

(34b)

max (0, min (;.te, fLR) - fLa)
max (fLB, fLR)

max (0, min (;.t/J' fLc) -

=

fl.c,))

fLR»)

max (fLc, fLR»

mi n (;.ta, fLG'

flR)'

(34e)
(341)
(34g)
(3411)

Tl/Ts/Ts represent the set of pixels which belong more

lIlli' Ihe levc!\ 14 and 17 will be displayed as ,Iiglilly
",'l','l1hl1 indigo and greenish yellow_

J

max (0, /1.R ~ max (p.B'

(34a)

It is therefore seen that the sels characterised by

3

3T

ii'

max (fLB' fLe, fLR)

T u = max (0, min (p.a, fLR) - fLe))

28

= )T'31

I'w = 0,

max (0, 1 

=

Tl

I Ill'l1 for lewis 14 and 17 we have

II:l'lI I\'t'

Be R, say

I

To r:rfOrill the above task iL is preferable to consider
{",u., -

I-I (BuGe R)
R I-I (BUG)
(GiiR) !_1 n

I

('o~L.

c0mpul<tlional

~51
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0

10

red/greenfblue than to blue or green/blue or red/green or
red. Similarly, T 2 /TJTij represent the sets o[ pixels Which
belong equally and more to green and red/blue "nd g,rcen,'
blue and red than to blue/red/green. T 7 represents the
sel of pixels which b~long equali t y to blue. green a nd red.
a nd I he reverse is the true [or To.
The value of each T i • i = 0,1,2, ...... 7 cun therefore bc
nl erpretcd as the degree of membership (Co-efficients)
lila I t he pi xel P be longs to the correspo ndj ng 0 ne of the
eight <:olours namely, while and bluck. \hree primary
colours (blue, green and red) and three secondary colours
(yellow, indigo ;lnd rurplc (or violel))
I

~

11

.\

re,ull. the leveh 14 and 17 will be more dlseril1llnaled
being indigo and yellow respectively.

-\, Cl

J~

Again.

Fuzzy transforms to colour image

Let us now consider the case o[ colour image whose
pixels are represented by the intensity values of their blue,
green and red components (B,G,R). Similar to the case
,-)r gray Icve I image, we ca n wri Ie a colour r i xel P Ii ~
1(0

r

ftc

=
[

I'/{

l

. pli· I'G' iJl(

J

Z,

[0 IJ

i = 0,1,2, .... 7.

For any pixel P, at most three of T,'s (L=1,2, ...... 7)
Call have non-zero value. These non-zero v(llues corres
pond to the lhrec vatice~ or a ~ector in lhe chromu graph
Fig (-I) in which Plies.
Any <:OIOllf \'{'(Ior (B,O. R) La n be m,lppnJ 10 a poi nl
1'(0,1') wilhin the unit circle shown in Fig: 4
tJ and I' ar.:

2:'2
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where

Y~llow

T~{O,I,\)

\

= (1,1,1)

T1 (Wh) represents tll(' signal for whitl'

\\

7i(Prl rcpre~elll~ the signal fOT on(' of the PTJllli.lf\
colours

t--- ------;~----lL---~

CrHn
T1 tO,l,O}

(\Vh)

T)(Se) reprcsents the ~jgnal for one ofthc SCL'olldar\'

colours
T1 E {T], T a, To}
T J e (T2 , T., Tn)
Indigo

T1

, T~ (1,1,0)

Let P

defin('d ;]s

=

8
r

c-c

(T,

~
J

T1

j

i Tj

.J.

(36)

T1 -1- 1)

+ Tj)j(Ti +

T,. T , ~ IT I •

T~

T;

+T

(37)

7)

(0.2,0.7,0.4)

+ 0.7l green + 0.4

max (0, 0.9 - max (0.2, O.S)

=

0.4

Ired =-

O(l.o.nl

°

2!yellow

0.21,"'lite
r'

T 3 = T4

=

T6

=

T6 =

/'~.

+

"

0.4

)

U.4 +

0.7

°

+ 03.1green + .-'I blue
+ 0.2/green = 0.2\blue

0.21 recI -+- 0.21 green

°

+ 0,2lred
+ 0.41,recI =~

min (0.2,0.5,0.9) = 0.2

--

0.2(0,).1)

+

To prove the validity of this equation we break the nell!
hand side which is

T2 = max (0, mi n (O.S, 0.9) - 0.2) = 0.3
T7

-r

0(0,0,0) -.;... 0(0,0,1)
+ 0.3(0,1,0) + 0(1.1 ,0)
; 0(1.0,1) + 0.2(1.1.1)

=..0

+ 0.31 green +

We havc

=0=

(0.2,0.7,0.4)

This mcans that

Lcl P ~,= (]Ln. fl.G' fl.n)=:=(0.2. O.S, 0.9)

To

(40)

Then we can write using vector operations

0.2/ blue

Example

=

(/tB,f.LG,/J-ll) ~

=

.. TAl

whcrc 0 i~ modulo 2rr, and 0 and r rcprescnt the colour
lonc (or sp~clral hue) and rdative saturation respectively.

TI

max (~B, fl.(j' fl.R}

j

Example

4 Chromaticity graph

Fig

+T + T, =

left hflnd side

~

°

./

green

Colour recognition

0.6
orr
I Orr
0.3 - """\iJl = -2-1

I n addition to the parameters (} and /'
def] ne a not her parameter

7

~=y

PCB,/') is shown in Fig 4 and is localed in the sector or
which threc vertices <He white (T7 ). Red (Td Clnd Yellow

::

---0

(T,
T"

+T
'(I

t

j

.

{TI ,

T 7 )/J
'1'] . ... l~.;

III

hg -\ let

11'

,J.

which repre~ents thc relative chroma-lu1llJllill1l:c' 1'1
(B,G,R). Therefore, the equations (36\. 07\ ,111(1 r-!.I)
pcrform (1 one-to-one mapping from (/.Lo'/'v'/·'R) ~r,Il:l'
which is <I unit cube to ((j./,]) psycologica\ colour 'rile,' r"
L'ylinder with unit radius and unit height).

(T~),

I

Using the notation of Colour vectors Wl' may write
p

-'~(jL8,fl.G,P.R) "';

T 3 (0, I, I)
T 6 (I,O,O)

T,(O,O,O) -+-

T~(O,O,

I) .:

+ Til(O, 1,0) -j-. T5 (1, 1,0) +
+ T7(1,0,1) + TR(I,I,11

(J~)

Since for any P O~ (B,G.R), at most three lerms in Lhe right
hand side of equation (38) can be non-z.ero corresponding
(0 three vertices of a certain sec lor in Fig 4, we can say
Lhat any colour can b;: decomposed into linear combination
of white (l,l,l), one of the primary colours (0,0,1), (0,1,0),
(1,0,0) and one of the secondary colours (0,1,1), (l,I,O),
(1,0,1). The combination co-efficients are represented by
the corresponding T1 values. In other words, we can write
P

=
=

(~Bl' fl.G 1' /lR 1)

(pD, /lC' fl.R)

(Pr)

+

TJCSe)

Jt i~ to be noted that composition of a couple Ld' L'PIIl
plementMY colours (ie. IOJ--O~; = 171 will yield "hill' II
1'1::1 "-0 /'~::2'
Again. it can be shown that the (r.1l1 ",dUt'
of a colour P remains ,ame when B,G.R i, multiplied by a
co nsla nl. Thi ~ rdative j nvaria nce propert~ 111uy be
helpful for colour recognition by machine. For example,
for two objecls with the same colour bUL under different
lighting conditions, the colour sensor produced two ditl'e
rent colour vectors with

+ T 1(Wh)

(39)

=

k (jLB t , ~G.' I'R t )

where k is a real number.

(42)
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Then lbese two vectors will be mapped to the same point
in (r,8) chroma space. In other words, the results of
recognition will nol be affected by changes in lighting
\.\lnullion. Th~ ¢xactne~s of recognition will therefore
k grc~ltl> Il1lprl)Yed and it will be more convenient to
rccogni,,,, object, in 2D (8,1') chroma space than in 3D
(8,(7. R I colour ,pace

where D is a unit matrix or its transforms defining the
correspondence between (B,G,R) a,!ld (Til T jl T 1 ).
Example [14]

Let PI
P2

Then

11.1

Thcn for PI' T1
l~

=

= T4 =
0.1 -+ 0.2

T3

U2
I

!"or

.-

=

0.1, T 2

=

0.1, T 7

=

T6

Tti

=

=

P; (~

0.\

°

7;,

0.2, T2

T3

7T,

I )and

2

Let D =

=

=, T 4 =

=

0.4, T a = 0.2, T 1 = 0

0.2, T1
T~

=

P; ( ~~

lroo

7T.

1]

= Tti = 0

It means we replace original (}.tB,fl-O,fl-R) by (T1,Ta and T2).
As a result, the new colours of P 1 and P2 will be displayed
as saturated orange and semi-saturated indigo with (8,r)
value equal to ( ; , I ) and (

')1I:iliJrI~/)

(0,0.1,0,1) -~(0,0.5,0.5)·7-(0,1,1)and will
"nrnpond 10 yellow with r _. I and () ~~ 2TT/3.

based on their spectral characteristics. We
therefore compute histogram of () in an image and,
~I' In lhe ca,e of gray tone image processing, wc can deter
1111ne" lhre,hold, automatically [10,12] by sharpening tbe
hh1ogram. without referring to the histogram or by any
I1JI'lhod based on transition or co-occurrence matrix.
1~1I1

L·;, us now explain the m~thod of enhancement of ()
h.-tween IWO colour pixel,. The underlying principle is
Ih<Jl. for all pixels lying in a sector with vertice~ T(,Tj and
I;. If lYe replace lh~ original values J.l.B. flo, !~R with T" Tj
.J 1111
7; ([h~ correspondence betWeen (T" T j , T 7) and
l i' {;' h,· (' R I ~a 11 b~ arbi trary but sho uld ma ke the resultant
11)H1k!"~ nwr.: natural) then we can obtain an image which
I' ,cglll~l1ted by classifying its pixels on the basis of chro
In;) l iril ie,.
That i,. the task is to give a lr~ nsform of the
rn

T,

11K

D

Tj

T1

~.

)

respectively.

n=[~~:]

u\J1~f(:nl cl<l,se~

=

7T,

rfwe consider, on the other hand,

S'lhe Ii rc:prcsent, co~our tone or spectral hue of a
",iour. jl~ value may be applied for classifying pixels into

Ii'r

I~

I t is now therefore no longer difficult to segment such
regions based on their neW () values.

\'nhaneement aod segmentation

IL's

respectively laying

)

100

')

IOl

;

0 I 0

0.2

TT

(lllnur

= OJ

in the sector yellow, green and white

'/I'
~-

0.2
2
0)=)"

p'!' T1 =-

for PI we have T 2

PI and P~ are therefore mapped to points

2/'1 =.. (0.2,0.4,0.6)

!'~

(0, 0.6, 0.4)
(0.3, 0.8, 0.4)

ror P2 we have T 2 = 0.1, T s = 0.4, T,

I ,'I 1'1 - ((l.l, 0.2, 0.3)
.J

=
=

(43)

001

ie,

(p.8,I-'-O,I-'-R)

be mapped to

=

(T2,Ta,T7) then the points P 1 and P2 will

(~

TT,

I) and (

~

7T,

~

)respectivelY with

distinct colour. That is, the difference 181-821 is enhanced
using that transformation.
EXPERT SYSTEM

An expert system can be viewed as a rule based Al
application program having mainly three-fold task, namely.
the front-end compiler, the inference engine and the
question-answer program. The front end compiler
compiles the input data received from the user or any other
connected software. The purpose of compilation is to
transform the data into a format understandable to the
inference engine. The inference engine then uses tbis
formated data in conjunction with a knowledge base
which is in the form of production rules. Based on the
conclusions reached during the inference phase and the
list of compiled data, the question-answer program traces
J certain conclusion nnd shows the user how this conclusion

J INSTN. ELECTRONICS & TELECOM. ENGRS., vol. 34. No, \ 1985

was reached ie, what rules and data took part in drawing
that conclusion.

Issues are:
(0)

Let us now explain the uncertainty (fuzziness) involved
in different parts of a n expert system and the ways j n which
the fuzzy tools may be able to manage them.

th) Partial match between !he ;lnlecedcnl (,I'
a nd a fact supplied by t he user.

Fuzziness In facts and rules of expert system

The knowledge base of an expert system consists of a
collection of propositions which represent the facts and a
collection of conditional propositions which constitute the
rules. For example, the facts may be:

IS

approximately

(e)

10,000000
(iii) The age of John is more or less 20

(iv) Indian Statistical Institute is an internationally
reputed institution
(v) IEEE Transactions are usually very good journals

and the rules taken from assessment of skeleta I maturi ty
[15] and MYCIN [16] may be:
(i) If

(0) the maximum diameter of the epiphysis is
half or more the width of the metaphysis,
(b) the epiphysis has broadened chiefly at its

lateral side, so that this portion is thicker
and more rounded, the media1portio n morc
tapering, and
(c)

the stage of maturity is likely D,

tlren
(ii)

If

the centre third of the proximal surface is
flat and slightly thickened and the gap
between it and the radial metaphysis hlis
narrowed to about a milli-meter,

(11) the route of the administration of the

penicillin is oral, and
(b)

then

there is a gastrointestinal factor which may
interfere with the absorption of the peni.
eillin.
there is suggestive evidence (certainty fac
tor = 0.6) that the route of administration
of the penicillin is not adequate.

The conventional approaches to the management of
uncertainty in facts a nd rules of expert system and hence
in the conclusions drawn therefrom are intrinsically
inadequate because they fail to come to grips with the fact
that much of the uncertainty is possibllistic rather than
probabilistic in nature. The employment of fuzzy logic
[17, 18] as a framework for the management of uncertainty
in expert systems makes it possible to consider a number
<;>f issues which cannot be dealt with effectively or correctly
the conventional techniques. Some of the important

?y
I

,I

r\lk

Since the number of rules in an expert ,),telll
is usually relatively small. it is likely that a !<H:l
~uch as X is A* may not match exactly the unleet'·
dent of any rule of the form 'If X is A then) I,
B with CF = cz.'.

(i) Ashim is an M. Tech. student
(ii) The population of Calcutta

The fuzziness of antecedents and,or conseqtlenh
in rules such as-lf X is small than Y is large \\ ilh
CF = 0.11,

The presence of fuzzifiers [10, 13] such ", 11l0'1.
usually. small etc In the antecedent and or th,'
consequent of a rule.

Again, in the exi~ting expert systems. the fUL/illl'" "I
the knowledge base is ignored because neither predil';lk
logic nor probability-based methods provide a sy,tem",ic
basis for dealing with them. As a result. the fuzzy rule,
and facts are treated as if they are nonfuzzy which Ici~d, 1,
conclusions whose validity is questiop.ahle, hlr C\<lllJI"'·.
[19].

John ha~ duodenal ulcer with certaint~ I'uclm l'I
0,3, Here has duodenal ulcer is a fuzzy predic;ue, Th"rl'
fore. John may have it to a degree, the meaning \,[" till'
certainty becomes ambiguous. In other word" Joc"
CF = 0.3 mean that:
(0)

John had duodenal ulcer to the degree ()

or (h) the probability of the fuzzy event 'J(1hn
denal ulcer' is OJ?

,~

hal dll'"

In order to make the later interpretation m~uningrlll,
definition of probability of fuzzy event [201 ae" ~1'
important tool.

lhl.'
,Ill

Rele\'ance of Fuzzy logic

The main features of fuzz:y logic which are l)f' relc:\.Jl1l'l'
to the management of uncertainty in an e.\pcn "'kli,
are explained below [19].
(a)

Let T represent the unit interval. Then (I truth
value in fuzzy Jogic ('g, very true. Tl1;l~' b,' Illlt'!
preted liS a fuzLY subset of the unit inten'.lI whl,'h
defines the possibility distribution [1 7 1a"oclfllCd
with the truth-value in question. Thu,;,1 ,'un)
truth value may be viewed as an impreci,c l'h:lnic'
lerisation of an intermediate truth valut',

(h) In fuzzy logic, the predieales muy be cri,p

t (( ,

father of, mortal eto-) or more generally. fuzz)
eg, tired heavier, friend of etc.
,

,

(c) Fuzzy logic allows, in' addition to two-valued
and multi-valued logics, tbe use of fuzzy

c· .

.>

•J

•
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quantifiers exemplified by most, many, several,
about, frequently etc. Sueh quantifiers may be
interpretcd as fuzzy numbers which provide an
Imprecise characterisation of the cardinality of
une or mor~ fuzzy or nonfuzzy predicate.
ttl)

ll\~

In tw.)-valued logical system, a proposition p may
h~ qualified, p:incipally, by associating with p a
tfuth-value, lruc or false. a model op~rator such
,b p);sible or necessary and an intensiunal operator
,uch as knuw, b~lieveetc. In fuzzy logic, principal
l1l)des of qualification are of three typ~s namely,
(a) truth qualification expressed as pis T, in which
r is II fuzzy truth value, (b) probability qualification
.:xpressed as p is A, in which Ai s a fuzzy pro babil ity
Jlld (c) p::>s,ibility qualification expressed asp is
..,. in which 7T is a fuzzy p::>ssibility eg, quite possible,
:t1most impossible etc.

.\ "ilnple hicrarchy showing the relationships between
l<.'rm-; such as r0ssibl~} certoin and definite is given
Possible

/"'

/
PrObable

I

"'Likely
Definile
\

Prove<.L
bckJII. .'\ lam Iowa down on the hi~rarchy is stronger
Ill-III onc higher up. For example, what is possible may
1101 b~ probable and what is improbable may not be
'Il)P::>~-;ible-Z~deh'sconsistency principle [21].
L~l us discu~s ~wo examples for illuslrating the above
,:merin in an expert $y~tem.

/;'\·u/llplt·
CLlII~ider
JUl:!

c

Therefore the compiled dala may be stored on the black
board (ie, the contents of the blaek board is accessable from
any part of the system) os

i age I Tom I 0.78 I 0.82
where the last entry denotes the certainty factor (CF) .
CF = I is assumed for any data provided by the user.
Fuzzy expected value and fuzzy expected intervlll
may be used for compiling incumpletc 0,' vaguc
information
Example [22]

Let us consiau a fuzzy expert systcm to be I:onstructed
eV;1luate possible design of an cledronic device consi
sti ng of three components, connectcd j n series. The fai lure
of any component will therefore cause failure of the entirl:
device. ] n order to improve the reliability of the device,
back-up units ;ire installed for cach component. Th~
data on the reliability, cost and weight of each component,
as a function of the number of back-up units employed
is show n in Tu ble I. A11 I he data ment ioned arc fuzzy
LO

I

Certain

20

nUll1ba.
TABLE 1 The dala

011

No. of back· ups

the reliability cost and weIght of each compom:nt
Reliability

Cost

Weight

o
the

probl~m

of cvall1ution by cumpdcr uf

;l

[8]:

I

3

The age of Tom is not more or less than 20.
Assuming more or less of x means x-IO% to x+l0%,
We have the (ow~r bound (LB) and upper bound (VB) as:

LD(moreorle~s20year~old)' 18Y~ilr~j{',

III : ..

0.l8.

~ay.

UB (more or less 20 years old) •'. 22 years ie. J1~

-.=

For the adjective 'not more Of less', we have
y~ars

old) -'.

«:;0

J _.

VB (more or less 20

years old)
1--02.2=078

'nroulld' 0.70 rLlI liu back-ups.

«~l

'upproximutely' 0.80 for one t':!d:
up.

G{~~

'ilboul' 0.90 for two b;lCk-I'ps el\:.

0.22.

,ay

LB (nt)1 more or less 20

Forexllmplc,

The vagueness of these sta teme nts are i ncorpora ted by 11 n
appropriate fuzzy number.
Given an input of the form Vj = {2,3,4} (where 2,3,4
denote the number of back-ups employed for 1st, 2 nd anti
3rd components respectively), the system computers the
fuzzy numbers Re, Cost, Wt representing thc reliability,

I
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20

cost and weight of the electronic device as:

(:14)
Cost;

=

Wti

0'';

~12

(+ )

(323 (

1'12 (,~ ) 1'23

-i-) ~31

(+)

1'31

(45)

Example

(46)

Consider the problem of developing an expert syslem
for determining stage of m<1turity, age and adult height
from X-rays of hand and wrist [15]. With growth of a
child, epiphysis continuous to grow larger and ultimately
because of the styloid process. fusion of epiphysis and
metaphysis begins.

where (.) and (+) denote the fuzzy multiplication <Jnd
, addition (9] respectively.
Let one of the rules in the expert system be:

F).

faJ

R 1 = if reliability is greater than or equal to high and
cost is more or less acceptable and weight is
not very high, then the design is good.
For the given input Vj' the value of this rule is:

=

min (~l' O2 , El a, T R,)

81

=

ReI OFEA a

62

=

Cost, If Bz,

6a

=

Wt t LTC s

f(R 1 )

representing the membership value of the input cOrJ\.:'
ponding to the action 'poor'. Here the maximum 1-;
taken oVer nil rules having the same conclusion.

(47)

The features for this structural development thcrcror~
the contour, shape and orientation of the
metaphysis II nd epiphysis i nc1uding palmar and dor:'1:l1
surfaces. Typical rule for describing one of the nIne
stages of maturity of radius as shown in Fig 5 is [15]:

j nclude

wJJere

d

If f:!,

more or less E

D

GTE, E and LT denote the fuzzy relatiorls representing

Fig 5 Maturity stage D of mdius

'greater than or equal', 'equal' and 'less than' respectively,
on the set of fuzzy numbers. As, O2 and Ca are the fuzzy
numbers high, acceptable and very high corresponding to
the descriptions reliability, cost and weight respectively,
TR 1 is the prior degree of eonfidence in the rule R1 . r(R J)
is then called the posterior degree of confidence in R 1 ie,
it represents. the degree of confidence in 'the design is good'
(which is called action) of the rule R l .

If

(i) the maximum diametcr of epiphysis is half
or more the width of the metaphysis,

(ii) the epiphysis has broadened chiefly at ib
lateral side, so that this portion is thieker
and more rounded, the medial portion more
tapering, and
(iii) the centre third of the proximal surface is
Aat .wd slightly thickened and the gap
between it and the radial metaphysis h!ls
narrowed to about a millimeter

Let design quality = {poor, acceptable, goodj. Then
r(R J ) denotes both the degree of confidence in 'good' and
also the degree of membership of 'good' in the fuzzy subset
'design quality'.

the stage of maturity is likely D.

,l1ell
Let us consider another rule say,

R2

=

if reliability is less than high and (cost is very
high or weight is very high), then the design is
poor.

From the above mentioncd rule, the term~ 'more:
rounded', 'tapering', 'slightly thickened' and 'flat' are seen
to be fuzzy. For any curve b, the degree of arcness may
be defined as [10]

The value of R z for VI is then
['(R 2 ) = min (0 1 , 0z, TR,)

P.are(h)
(4~)

where
81

=

ReI

LTA a

(49)

8 g =max (Cost t ERa Wt t ECa

(49b)

B a ~ very high

(49c)

The output actions will produce a fuzzy set of design classi
fications for each input. Suppose We have a set of rules
R with conclusion 'poor' , then we define
,
(50)
Itv/ (poor) = max {feR)}

=

I

(1- - )

p'

Fc

(51)

where I is the length of the line segment joining the two
extreme points of the arc b, p is the jength of thc arc b
and F~>O. When b is a line segment, we have p ,,= I
and Itare(b) = 0, whatever Fe may be. As the sharpnes::.
of b increases, Ita" also increases and p.ore t(O,I). Let us
now define
(52)

which represents the set of sharp, fair and gentle curves
corresponding to p. = I, 0.5 and O. F. and Fd control
fuzzines8 ina set.

,

~.,--':,.

.)
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Thereforc, the compiled string X representing the contour of epiphysis of the stage mentioned before may be
reprc'iented [I,:

x

-~

aU! h a" b,

IJI,

n

>0

h cknOk'S 'f[lir' or 'sh<Up', a denotes 'linc segment'.

Similarly. the compiled string Y represcnting the interior
ofrhc ('pjphy~.is contOllr may be written as [45]:
C b L* b
h denotes 'not gentle'

L"

L ML. LAI, cry M aJ', MaX }yf a Y AI,
aX M aJ' M or M a'" MaY

I.
If

at,

lh~ ~trjllg

M aJ'

J"[

a: or a- M M a

Z

b (gentle)

h or

\. 1. : .....

crT

Y

0
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